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In this article, the Catholic Adult Education Centre, Archdiocese of Sydney speaks with Patrick Madrid, Catholic 
author, speaker, Adjunct Professor of Theology and EWTN host on the pressing issue of the "New Atheism" and 
what believers can do to effectively counter the phenomenon. 

Faith Er Life Matters 

10* 

We cannot help but 
making assessments or 
judgments about right 
and wrong. All of this fits 
beautifully with the belief 
that God exists. In fact, 
moral laws reflect the 
very nature of who God 
is. "God", as St Thomas 
said, "is the absolute 
good, from whom all 
things are called good 
by participation" 

(Summa Theologiae, I, 0.6, art. 31. 
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What are two main areas in which 
atheistic premises lead to absurd 
conclusions? 
Perhaps the most obvious one is the death of morality. As C.S Lewis notes 
in his classic work Mere Christianity everyone (even so-called relativists) 
believes in what he terms "the law of morality". This law does not merely 
describe personal likes and dislikes but is a real law that exists in the world; 
as real as the laws of physics. This law applies to all people regardless of 
age, sex, race and religious belief (or lack thereof?). People may disagree 
about the particular nature of the law but they agree that a law of some 
sort exists. Try taking a wallet from or breaking a promise to a relativist 
and immediately the response will be "that's stealing" or "that's not fair". 
We cannot help but making assessments or judgments about right and 
wrong. All of this fits beautifully with the belief that God exists. In fact, moral 
laws reflect the very nature of who God is. "God", as St Thomas said, "is 
the absolute good, from whom all things are called good by participation" 
(Summa Theologiae, I, Q.6, art. 3). Think of the concept in terms of a straight 
line: the only way you can discern just how straight a line is with reference 
to a truly straight line. Without such a line, there is no standard against 
which to measure all other lines to assess their "straightness'. Likewise, 
without an absolute standard of "good" (which is God), there is no way to 
know how near or how far something is in relation to that standard! Can 
atheism account for the existence of a real standard, a real law of morality? 
The answer is no. Are "right" or "wrong" material things? Are they natural 
objects like trees or animals? If so, where can we see them? How much do 
they weigh? What are their measurements? Are they natural properties like 
the colour blue or the property of smoothness? The answer is, of course, no. 
Rather they are immaterial properties that are at the same time very real. 
And yet, an atheistic world consisting only of matter has no means by which 
the existence of a law of morality can be accounted for. To be consistent, 
the atheist must say that right and wrong do not exist. As I have said above, 
ironically, the "problem of evil" used to deny God's existence turns out to be 
a non-existent problem in the naturalistic world view. 

Furthermore, and briefly, as we argue, atheism is also inconsistent with 
knowledge and personhood. For the believer, God is the source of ideas, 
reason and thought. He created us as a body-soul composite with inherent 
abilities to abstract, judge and reason. How can the atheist account for 
these abilities? For the naturalist, the mind is no more than a product of 
brain chemistry. As we note in our book, the philosopher Pierre Cabanis 
stated that the human brain produces thoughts and ideas in the same way 
that "the stomach and the bowels are destined to produce digestion" . On 
this view, not only can we therefore not trust our thoughts but our thoughts 
are determined. Our freedom turns out to be an illusion. Finally, such tools 
necessary to thought as abstraction (such as "triangularity" as opposed to "a 
particular triangle") and the laws of logic are clearly not part of the material 
world and yet the thoroughgoing atheist prides him or herself on their ability 
to reason! Next time you see, smell or bump into a law of logic, please let 
me know.... 

What can we as Christians do to challenge 
our family, friends and colleagues who 
are atheists to reconsider their views? 
There are essentially three things (I believe) if we are to effectively challenge 
atheism and conclusively demonstrate to atheists that their worldview is 
irrational and cannot account for the fundamental realities of their existence. 
Firstly, of course, we Must pray for them: no change of heart and mind 
leading to ultimate conversion will take place without God's grace. Secondly, 
we must develop our abilities to understand and explain the many reasons 
for believing in God, in other words, the positive case for God's existence. 
Finally, we must understand how to critique atheism on its own merits; this, 
of course, is the very focus of our book. 

'Quoted in Stanley L Jaki, Angels, Apes & Men (Peru, Illinois: Sherwood Sugden & Company 
Publishers), 45. 
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Prof. Richard Dawkins 

What is "new" about the New Atheism? 
As my co-author, Kenneth Hensley and I point out in our book The Godless 
Delusion: A Catholic Challenge to Modern Atheism (Indiana: Our Sunday 
Visitor, 2010), the ''New Atheism" is much more "openly aggressive' and 
offensive than previous manifestations of atheism. Whereas past atheists 
were content to simply challenge widespread belief in God through 
debates and publications, more recent proponents of atheism wish to 
eradicate belief in God from the public realm altogether. In other words, 
they view religious belief as a positive 'evil' (although ironically, as we 
argue in our book, the term "evil" is rendered devoid of any meaning in 
an atheistic worldview) and have even asserted that it is "child abuse' to 
teach children to believe in a Creator-God. 

There is little doubt that the number of atheists has risen in recent 
decades in western countries (including, of course, Australia) and that 
atheists are now making use of the sympathetic media and internet to 
promote their beliefs and are arranging rallies and conferences to make 
themselves heard, to fortify themselves and to spur each other on to 
spread the message of atheism. 

The increase in offence has been accompanied by a decrease in the 
quality of the arguments put forward by the New Atheists" for the non-
existence of God or gods. Whilst there are more sophisticated atheists 
(normally philosophers), who recognise the force of the arguments for 
the existence of God, the New Atheists tend to write in areas out of their 
fields of expertise and therefore underestimate the strength of the theistic 
worldview. Unfortunately, most of us have not been trained in philosophy 
and are therefore unable to detect the flaws in their arguments. 

This is not helped by the 
fact that many books written 
by possibly the four most 
well known atheists ("The 
Four Horsemen"): Richard 
Dawkins, Sam Harris, 
Daniel Dennett and the late 
Christopher Hitchens tend 
to be distributed widely 
whereas books responding 
to their arguments are not 
as well known. In addition 

to books, we now see the production of videos, television programmes, 
articles, lectures and even billboards calling for an end to religious belief 
(or, at the very least, the end to its influence in the public sphere). Often 
these popular atheists tend to present in a very attractive way urging 
people to abandon ''superstition" and embrace the tenets of Reason. On 
its face, this is a very attractive offer: very few people like to think of 
themselves as irrational! 

Is the New Atheism a phenomenon that 
Christians should be concerned about? 
As we note in our book, Christians, in general, have not adequately 
prepared themselves to deal with and respond to the arguments raised 
by atheists and the increase in the aggressive manner in which atheism 
is being promoted. The rise of this more militant version of atheism 
has been reasonably rapid and has caught many believers "off-guard". 
Furthermore, most Christians, for various reasons, have either not 
studied or not had the opportunity to study the reasons for their belief in 
a Creator-God. They can therefore become easily rattled and worried 
when presented with forceful atheistic arguments by confident people 
who dismiss theistic belief as though nothing could be said in its favour. 
In worst case scenarios, people can fall away from their practice of the 
Christian Faith altogether or, at least, practise it with less conviction and 

joy. In turn, this makes 
the proclamation of the 
Gospel and the call to 
conversion much more 
difficult for Christians as 
the central message of 
Christianity cannot even 
gain a fair hearing. As we 
are sadly seeing in more 
recent times, as atheism 
and the associated belief 
of naturalism (matter is all 
there is) gains a greater hearing in the public sphere, legislation is being 
put in place which aims to prevent believers from practising their Christian 
Faith in its totality. There have been a number of cases where Protestant 
Pastors or Catholic Priests have been accused of 'discrimination" or 
"vilification" for speaking out against homosexual practice and the like. 
As we argue, views about morality are directly linked to views about what 
the human person is. In turn, these views are linked to one's world view: 
whether theistic or atheistic. We are seeing but the tip of the iceberg of 
the consequences of the abandonment of belief in God. It is quite ironic 
that Christians, who are accused of discrimination are now the objects of 
discrimination themselves! 

Is the rise of the New Atheism something 
that western society generally should be 
concerned about? What are the possible 
consequences? 
In our book, we estimate that, in the USA at least, approximately 30 
million Americans doubt or deny the existence of God. That is a lot of 
people who could do a great deal of damage to society were they to live 
out their atheism consistently. Whilst the numbers are obviously a lot less 
in Australia, any increase in numbers should be cause for concern and 
positive action on the part of Christians. 

It was, of course, Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900), who understood that 
atheism logically leads to 
not merely the relativity of 
the moral law but the death 
of morality. As we note in 
our book, Nietzsche laid this 
out in his well known work, 
Thus Spake Zarathustra, in 
which the main character 
(Zarathustra) comes to the 
realisation that if God does 
not exist, then morality does 
not exist either. Nietzsche 
understood man to be in 
the process of evolving 
into a sort of 'superman"- a 
race of people freed from 
the shackles of religion, 
belief in God and morality. 
This 'Super Race' would 
employ their intelligence 
and will to create their 
own world devoid of the 
"pathetic ideals" espoused 
by Christianity. 

In fact, Nietzsche once wrote that his ''basic law" was that "there are no 
ethical phenomena...". Both his views and ideas drawn from naturalist 
sources such as Charles Darwin's works paved the way for moving 
Europe, and, in particular, Germany towards the worst period of violence 
in its long history. It is no great secret that Adolf Hitler was a man firmly 
committed to an essentially Nietzschean and Darwinian world view and 
a great admirer of Nietzsche. He saw himself as implementing the "law 
of nature" which would, time permitting, result in the elimination of those 
unfit for existence and the eventual emergence of a "master race". As 
history records, these ideas were implemented with ruthless consistency 
and devastating consequences. 

Possibly the most convincing evidence for the need to be concerned is 
the appalling immorality, or rather, amorality, promulgated and practised 
in the 20th Century by some of the most repressive and totalitarian 
regimes in human history. Need I mention, to cite just a portion of the 
instances of this practice, avowed atheists such as Joseph Stalin, Mao 
Tse Tung and Pal Pot who have all contributed, in one way or another, 
to the Culture of Death? Stalin and Mao alone were responsible for the 
mass murder of over 100 million men, women and children. 

Think this is too far-fetched for modern western society? Think again. 
Our total acceptance of abortion and contraception and increasing 
acceptance of euthanasia, the over-population myth, homosexual 
"marriage" and the endless pursuit of scientific efficiency and pleasure 
at the expense of hitherto held moral principles is simply the logical 
outcome of our acceptance of an atheistic, naturalistic world view. Stay 
tune for further (horrific) developments in the near future. 

How is your approach and specifically 
that outlined in your book different 
from previous responses to atheism? 
Many many books written by Catholics and Protestants have not only 
decisively refuted atheism but have cogently put forward the case for 
belief in God (for example, see The Last Superstition: A Refutation of the 
New Atheism by Dr Edward Feser, Handbook of Catholic Apologetics by 
Professor Peter Kreeft and Fr Ronald Tacelli and Theology and Sanity by 
your own Frank Sheed). 

For this reason, in conceiving our book, we knew that it was not necessary 
to cover previous ground. What we did realise, however, was that atheists, 
and especially modern-day atheists, are used to being on the front foot 
and attacking the very tenets of belief in God. Unfortunately, we believers 
normally oblige them and assume that we should be defending our belief 
in God. We are easily intimidated by accusations of being 'unscientific" 
and tend to fall back into a fideistic stance (You just have to have faith!!). 

Kenneth Hensley and I decided that it was about time that positions 
were reversed. It was time that we believers went on the offensive 
and subjected the atheistic worldview and its underlying foundations 
to a rigorous scrutiny. For this reason, we adopted what is termed the 
presuppositional approach. It has the advantage of being very practical 
and one that can be understood and employed without many years of 
philosophical training. When done properly and consistently, we believe 
that the approach demonstrates that atheism is both replete with internal 
contradictions and inconsistencies and that the atheistic worldview is 
unable to account for realities that we all know and experience such 
as knowledge, memory, self-awareness, love, good, evil, human rights, 
personhood and freewill to name but a few examples. In sum, it seeks 
to show that while belief in God makes sense of human experience, 
atheism does not and cannot. As an example (and as I noted above), 
atheists who say that nothing exists but matter cannot make sense of 

the existence of right and wrong. In fact, he or she must presuppose 
God's existence in order to make sense of this. Atheists often raise "the 
problem of evil' as evidence against God however we show that realities 
such as good or evil are inconsistent with a naturalistic worldview and 
that the atheist must assume God's existence to raise the problem of 
evil' in the first place! 

We wanted to maintain the focus on whether atheism per se can ''stand 
on its own two feet so to speak. For this reason, we do not rely on 
evidence for the existence of God as found in divine revelation: Jesus 
Christ, the Scriptures and the Catholic Church. We wanted to instil within 
people the conviction that atheism can be critiqued and refuted without 
ever having to directly present the cogent case for the existence of God. 

For the naturalist, the mind 
is no more than a product of 
brain chemistry.  Philosopher 
Pierre Cabanis stated that 
the human brain produces 
thoughts and ideas in the 
same way that "the stomach 
and the bowels are destined 
to produce digestion.  On this 
view, not only can we therefore 
not trust our thoughts but our 
thoughts are determined.  Our 
freedom turns out to be an 
illusion. 

Atheism is inconsistent with knowledge and personhood. 
For the believer, God is the source of ideas, reason 
and thought. He created us as a body-soul composite 
with inherent abilities to abstract, judge and reason. 
How can the atheist account for these abilities? 

Our total acceptance of abortion and contraception and increasing 
acceptance of euthanasia, the over-population myth, homosexual 
"marriage" and the endless pursuit of scientific efficiency and pleasure 
at the expense of hitherto held moral principles is simply the logical 
outcome of our acceptance of an atheistic, naturalistic world view. 


